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S U hi M A RY 

This manual gives an instrument to engineers to calculate and 
to design check dams for torrent control under Nepalese conditions. 
Locally available construction material, the lack of contractors' 
skill and know-how and the total absence of machinery require a 
special type of structure: the gravity check dam. This manual 
shows step-by-step how to proceed in the construction of such a 
check dam. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The present "Manual for Calculations of Check Dam" is my final mrk after 
3 years in the "Department of Soil and. Water Conservation" (DSWC) as a tech- 
nical assistant provided by the %wiss Association for Technical Assistance" 
(SATA). 

During the first two years I constructed torrent control check dams with my 
counterparts. I learnt the local techniques and procedures, With my counter- 
parts and other engineers of the Department I often discussed the problems 
of check dam construction: local conditions, deep gullies, huge active land- 
slides, bad local construction material, insufficient know-how and skill of 
the contractors and labourers, the remoteness, the lack of machines, preci- 
pitation data and guidelines and the restl'ictions of small budgets. All 
this madeit difficult or even impossible to construct good permanent check 
dams. 

In the 1978-79 winter I visited all the project areas of the DSWC and made 
evaluations of check dams ("Evaluation of Check Dams"). This evaluation was 
a good preparation for writing this manual and to became aware of the separate 
points. 

During their studies in India the engineers received no specific training in 
the construction of check dams. !Ibe available handbooks and reports (see 
bibliography nos. 3,6,7,8,9 and 10) are not specific enough for Nepalese 
conditions. 

This present manual is one of the guidelines foreseen in the DGwC’s 25 
year programne. 

With this manual I want to give a guideline to the engineers on how to caku- 
late and how to construct check dam. Ea.& chapter is a step in the proce- 
dure. Acakulated=ample isshown inthe appendix. 

Themanual isbased onthedrymasonry - and gabion-checkdams withscm im- 
pmvments. It does not treat cement-masonry-, Concrete-j R.C.C.- or brush- 
modcheckdams. 

In chapter I a general introduction into the survey is given, in chapter II 
the estimation of surface run-off is shown. Only in chapter III starts the 
calculating of the djmensions of check dams. In the following chapters the 
wnstruc&n material, the preparation of control proposals, the PIXK@K@, 
the~tenance~etreated.Themanualends~thfllggestions, abibliwaphy 
anddifferentappendices. . 

I hope this manual will help to construct good, pemaqent check dams, for the 
welfare of Nepal! 

Katbmandu, the 12th Septmkr, 1979 B. HIILEZ 



The reader finds a short general introduction on the theodolite and CJn 

tachometry. In tachmnetry you find alsc~ the main calculation fowlas, 
in the practical notes a lot of hints for work in the field and in the 
office. In table 1 you find a chart for the calculations step by step ir. 
which all formulas are repeated. You may use this table to make your om 
chart or to progrmne your own calculator. 

2 THE THEmOLITE 

The Theodolite is used to measure horizontal and vertical angles. It is 
without doubt the most important instrument for exact survey work, and mny 
types are available to meet varying requirements of accuracy and precision, 
ranging fran say the Wild To Canpass Theodolite, with a horimntal circle 
reading to 1 min, to precision instruments which read directly to @.5 SW and 
0.1 sec. There is thus a tide selection from which to chose to satisfy the 
surveyor's needs. 

Setting Up and Levelling the Theodolite , 

The instrument mus be correctly levelled (thereby making the vertical axis 
truly vertical) over the station, and inasetting up, the footplate should 
be kept approximately horizontal to prevent excessive mvanent of the foot- 
screws. The tripod legs cm be moved inwards or outwards and sideways, and 
if a centrip:: device is fitted to the theodolite these legs are roved so 
as approximately to centre the instrument over the station as indicated. 
Final centringis carriedoutusingtheplmpbob, andthe device, which is 
then clamped. The tripod legs must be fimly pressed into the grow&so 
thatnormmkentcan occur in the instnnnentasthesurveyourmves round 
or when traffic moves nearby, and the wing nuts clamping the legs must be 
tight. If a centring device is not fitted then more patience will be re- 
quired iu the actual positioning of the tripod legs. small rmvmmrts of 
legs, in pairs atatime, mst bemadeto secure finalceutringof the 
plwb bob over the station. 
When the instrument has been centred, it must be levelled.. Assm&g three 
footscrews only, and using the bubble on the horizontal vernier.plate,'the 
procedure is as follows - r 

(a) Rotate the inner axis so that the bubble tube ispakllel to 
tw of the footscrews. 'kming these footscrews, the bubble is ~brougth to 
the centre of its run. The footscrews are turned s~ltaneoukly with'the 
thmibs mving towards each other or amy frcxn e&h other. The left tm 
movement gives the direction of the consequent mvment'of the bubble. 

., /,/ 

.- ! 
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(b) Rotate the inner axis so that the bubble tube is at right angle 
to its former position, when it should be parallel to a line joining the third 
footscrew to the mid-point of the line joining the other two. Bring the bubble 
to the centre of its run using the third screw only. 

A correctly-adjusted instrument will now be levelled, and as the vernier plate 
rotates and takes the bubble tube round, then the bubble should'rmain at the 
centre of its run. In practice, the above procedure is carried out at least 
twice, the telescope being wheeled successively through 90° back to position 
(a) and then after checking with the tm screws, to position (b). 
The inst rument is now set up ready for the measurement of horizontal angles. 

Measurmeut of Horizontal Angles 
To measure angle ABC, the instrument is set up over station E in the manner 
described, and carefully levelled by moans of the footscrews. The face of the 
instrument must be checked at this stage. Most telescopes have sights similar 
to those on a gun, fitted on top of the barrel, to assist in sighting the 
target. With these sights on top and the telescope pointing to the target, 
the vertical circle, which is known as the face of the instrument, will be 
left OF right of the telescope. Suppose it is to the left; the theodolite is 
said to be in the face left position. By rotating the telescope through 1800 
in the vertical plane (i.e. about the trunnion axis), and then through 1800 - 
in the horizontal plane, the telescope will again be pointing at the signal, 
but the gunsights will be on the underside of the barrel, and the vertical 
circle to the right - i.e. the theodolite is in the face right position. 
Starting with all clamps tightened, then - 

(a) The lower plate will now be unclamped and the telescope direc- 
ted so that A appears in the field of view; turning the,telescope moves the 
scales. Exact coincidence of the vertical crosshair upon A is c&air& by 
means of the lower tangent scrercr. The readings may now be'taken. It is help- 
ful, if this first readingisnear zero. 

(b) With the lower clamp fixed, the upper clamp will be freed, and 
the telescope directed towards C, a rough setting being obtained by hand, the 
upper clamp is then applied, and coincidence on the vertical hair is obtained 
by means of the upper tangent screw. 

(c) 'Ike readings are again noted and the angle value is found. In 
theodolite traverse surveying other readings will be taken to increase the 
accuracy of the measurement. The face of the instmment may be changed so as 
to obtain several values for the same angle and a mean is then cunputed. Ta- 
king the mean of face left and face right readings will eliminate the errors 
caused if the permanent adjustmnts 2 and 3 have not been carried out correctly. 
It is advisable to sight the intersection of the cross-hairs as near as possible 
to the bottcxn of the observed signal to reduce to a minimum any effects due to 
that signal, perhaps a ranging rod not being vertical, Ensure that the lower 
clamp or tangent screw is not di&urbed after setting the instrument in po- 
sition, otherwise the scale plate maybe moved and a false reading obtaihec'.. 

lMeasurenent of Vertical Angles 
'Ihe augles of elevation or depression are measured with respect to the hori- 
zontal plane containing the trunnion axis of the instrunmt. Assuming, as in 
the previous section, that the permanent adjustments have been checked, then 



the instrument will be set up and levelled, over the station, mine, the plate 
bubble. The altitude bubble on the vertical circle should noiv be nearly, if not 
quite, central. Level up this bubble using the levelling screws, and wheel 
through 180° to see whether the bubble "traverses". If it does not, take out 
half the bubble displacement on the clip screws and the other half on the le- 
veiling screws. Repeat until the bubble traverses. 
The telescope is now directed to one of the signals and the exact coincidence 
on the mrk obtained, using both horizontal and vertical slow-motion devices. 
'Ihe reading of the vertical plate will now give the angle subtended by the 
signal at the instrument relative to the horizontal plane. If the telescope 
is directed to the other signal, obtaining coincidence as before, the reading 
to the other will give that vertical angle which the two signals subtend at 
the instrument. It is immaterial whether the signals are in the same vertical 
plane or not, as long as the instrument is in adjustment. 

Permanent Adjustments of the Theodolite 
The following adjustments may be required - 

(1) To set the vertical axis of the instrument truly vertical and to 
adjust the plate bubble. 

(2) To set the telescope sighting line at I-ight angles to the horizon- 
tal or trunnioh axis of the instrument. 

(3) To set the horizontal axis at right angles to the vertical axis. 
(4) To adjust the altitude bubble and the vertical circle zero. 

An analysis of the errors caused by failure to make these adjustment correctly 
may be found in the literature. 

Modern Instruments 
This section gives a brief outline of some instruments now being mamfactured 
which are sanewhat different from the ordinary thwdolite described erlier in 
the chapter. 

The Centesimal System. In this chapter so far angul~ mmsuremnts 
have been referred to circles with major graduations from 0 to 360° with se- 
condary graduations which subdivide each degree into 10 minute intervals. 
Vernier or rricraneter subdivisions then give the reading down to seconds, and 
since there are sixty minutes in a degree and sixty seconds in a minute, the 
system is knom as the sexagesimal system (Lattisexaginta = sixty). It is 

ssible, 
t? 

however, to obtain instruments graduated in 400 major parts frm 
to 400g (read as 400 grade). The grade is subdivided into five intervals 

each of 20 minutes and since there are 100 minutes to the grade on this systen! 
it is Enoun as the centesimal system (Latin: centurn = hundred). Angles can be 
expressed as decimals on this system. 

Glass Circle Theodolites. The instruments nrw to be described differ 
greatly frcm the vernier instrument previously described in that the metal 
scale plates read by vernier are replaced by glass circles which are read by 
means of internal optical systems. 'Ihe circles provided in modern theodolites 
-photographic copies of glass master circles which in turn have been gra- 
dusted by means of an autanatic dividing machine. 
Another feature of modern theodolites mm-thy of note is that most telescopes 
areprovided with focusing rings or sleeves on the telescope barrel near to 
the eyepiece, These replaqe the knurled focusing screw previously fitted at 
the tmmion axis level outside one of the standards. 

---..- .- ., 



3 TEE OPTICAL MEASUREMEKT OF DISTANCE (TACHECVWTRY; 

In this branch of surveying, heights and distances are determined frcn-I the 
instrumental readings alone, these u,sually being taken with a specially =ad- 
apted theodolite known as a tachecmeter. The chaining operation is elimi.na- 
ted, and tachmtry is therefore very useful in broken terrain, e.g. land 
cut by ravines, river valleys, over standing crops, etc., where direct linear 
measurement would be difficult and inaccurate. All that is necessary is that 
the assistant, who carries a staff on which the tacheaneter is sighted, shall 
be able to reach the various points to be surveyed and levelled, and that a 
clear line of sight exists between the instrument and the staff. An additio- 
nal limitation is imposed in some branches of tacheometry in that the distance 
between staff and instrument must not exceed a maximum, beyond which errors 
due to inaccurate reading becune excessive. 

The field irrork in tacheanetry is rapid cmpared with direct levelling and 
measurenent (the name derives frcm the Greek swift and measure), and it is 
widely used therefore to give contoured plans of areas, especially for re- 
servoir and hydro-electric projects, tipping sites, road and railway recon- 
naissance, housing sites, etc. With reasonable precautions the results ob- 
tained can be of the same order of accuracy as, or better than, those obtain- 
ableby directme- t in sane cases. 

System of Tachemetry 
Present-day methods of tachecnxztry can be classified in one of the following 
three groups - 

1. The theodolite, with the measuring device inside it, is directed 
at a levelling staff which acts as target. This is usually knowh in England 
as the stadia system. &e pointing of the instrument is required for each 
set of readings. 

2. Ah accurate theodolite, reading to 1" of arc, is directed at a 
staff, two paintings are made, and the small subtended mgle is measured. 
There are two variants, depending on the staff used, (a) an ordinary level- 
ling staff, held vertically, is used - known as the tangential system, or 
(b) a bar of fixed length, usually held horizontally, is used - known as 
the subtense system. 

3. A special thecdolite with a measuring device in front of the 
telescope is directed at a special staff. One pointing of the instrument 
is required for each set of readings - the optical wedge system. 

The Stadia System 
There are two types of stadia instrunents,(A) in which the distance between 
the two hairs is fixed, and (B) those in which the distance is variable, 
being measured by means of a micrometer. These latter, which are sanetimes 
described as subtense tacheuneters, are not so cannon as the fixed-hair 
types, and will be dealt with only briefly. Fixed-hair tacheanetry, or stadia 
surveying as it is often called, is dealt with at sane length. 

Inclined Siahts 
Although a stadia survey could be carried out with the telescope level, work 
wouldbetedious inbroken andhillyterrain, and since it ison such ground 
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that the tachometer umes into its own, we see that the basic formula 
II= Cs + K must be modified to cover the general case when the line of 
sight is inclined to the horizontal. 

With Vertical Etaff 
Fran Fig 1 where A, C and B are the readings given by the three lines, and 
A' , C' and B' are those which would be given if the staff were nom& to 
the line of 'collimation. 

Instrument 

Fit. 1 The Geometry of Readinc Instruments 

Legend 
A: upper s-ix&La-reading 
C: middle stadia-reading 

B: lower stadia-reading 

S: difference between upper and lower stadia-reading, s = A - B 
ti: vertical angle fran the horizontal lble to the view 
D: Inclined distance frun the instrument to the middle staff-reading 
H: horizjontal or reduced distance 
V: vertical distance or height difference between middle stadia-reading and 

instrument 
k: ccnstantaccordingthe fixedhairs (50 or 100) 
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Formation for the Calculation 

D = C(A'B') + K 
A'B' =ABmsw.(assuming~=~ = 90°) = s cosa 

D= kscom+K 
H= 

=~~~+Kcosw. 
V=DssiniK 

=ksctx7mnx+Ksin~ 
= $ks sin 2a + K sinoi 

The importance of the analytic condition, i.e., K = 0, in simplifying the 
reduction of readings is rkdily seen, but in most m&Iern instruments where 
K is very small, if not actually zero, the following appr&imations are 
justified: 

H =ksc.os2a 
V= ks3sin2a 

Fig. 2 The Four Readings of the Theodolite 

1) A, the upper stadia reading 
2) 8, the lower stadia reading 

read both with the upper and lower hairs on the staff 
3) CX, the vertical angle, read after properly levelling with the bubble, 

in the vertjcal scale 
4) p, the horizontal angle, read on the horizontal scale 

For reading 3 and 4, the staff can already be removed! 
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4 PRACTICAL NOTES 

Before starting the survey, plan the details: 
- For the situation (1:500 - 1:2000) which area and which details must be 

surveyed? (gully, rivulets, spring, paths, houses, big stone, pipal tree 
etc., see Fig 3) 

- Where are the cross-sections and how many are taken? 
- According to the needs of the tua above mentioned points, the positions 

andnumberof inst rument stations are fixed. 
- Base the survey on one fix point (height = 0.00, X = 0.00, Y = 0.00). 

Strengthen the system (instrument stations and fix point) with the measure- 
rrrent fran every system point to ezzh of the others. Otherwise the measure- 
ment of each station is loose which means there is no orientation in 
distance, direction and height towards the others. Another solution to get 
a good survey net is to make a field angle traverse fran one fix point to 
another one. This method gives the best result, 

- Instrument: Is the index 360' or 400g? Is C in the vertical angle at the 
top or at the bottan? This changes the calculation procedures! Note the 
typeand serial nun&r of the instrument. 

Procedure at every instmmt station 
.- Set and level the instrument. 
- Note the ins-t-t height. 
- Describeevery measured point,.for instance: 

3rd cross-section, 2nd point fmn left, 2 m high stone or fix 
point A at the gully side, big stone with mark 

- Take the follawing me vts for every point (Fig.2.): 
su: upperstadiareading 
S~lowerstadiareading 
DC: vertical angle 
f3: horiziontal angle 

T&se 4 (four) it- are necessary, all the rest can be.calculated in the 
office. 

Calculation procecture 
'Ihe calculation may be made with 

a) trigonc%netricK! charts and slide rule 
b)calculatorwithtriganane trical functions 
c) p-le calculator 

The calculation proc&ne a) andb) needs a calculaticqchart, in which every 
single itemcanbenoted. Anexample is shown intahlel. 
For the calculation p romdure c) the engineer mst know the calculator ad 
its functioning very well. A foolproof prcgmmmeis needed. If you are not 
very familiar with a Ble calculator, do it mother way. 

Here are sune hints for the prmle calculator: 
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Spring 

Point):'; 

x = 0.00 ! i 

000 i' Y=. Ii I 
H = 0.00 j ', 

I \ 

x3 
- 

i -v, 

I 

i 
Scale 1:2000 

Small Path 

Fig. 3 Situation, Fix Points and Injtrument Stations . . 
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- Nmmlly they have a function fran polar coordinates (P) into rectangular 
corrdinates (R) and vice versa. So the cakulation pzmcedwe can be 
shortened: 

l)D= lo@. (S U - sl>. CXXJL 

2) CD, xl *R w U-I, VI 
polar rectangular 

3) (H,p).zLV (X,Y) (coordinates of the point in respect to the 
station) For programable calculators the chart in table 2 is 
remmended. 

Drawing 
It is mre convenient to plot rectangular coordinate& (X,Y) on graph papers 
as a polar coordinate (H,P) with protractor and ruler in the situation. So 
it is worth while to make the calculation for X and Y, especially if you 
have a programnable cClculator! 

l 



Table 1 Stadia Survey 

Project Manual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*.......... Date . .?!? .?? .?.???!?.~'. ??7g Place Example ..,................................ 

Calculated by B* Hiller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..a....... Checked by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Surveyed by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

;tation Stadia 

Reading 

Stadia 

Interval 

Red. Vert, 

Angle 

ot 

Distance D 

100s cos2cc 

0’ 
100 S $ sin 2c 

Sight Poin Vertical 

Angle 

oc' 

6 
-- 

17’46 ’ 30” 

36’17 ’ 50” 

cos20( cos a sir; 2~ 

lower 

Sl ’ 

s=su-s1 upper 

su : 

3 a 

7.275’ 

-3.897O 

2.38 

1.24 

stone 

waterrill 

0.992 

0.998 

44.28 

20.90 

0.251 

-0.135 

5.653 

-1.424 

a.984 

0.995 

I 
Ah 

Iti+hi-sm 

Horizontal 

Angle 

P : 

I Remarks leight of 

nstrument 

'i 9 

13 

Stadia 

Middle 

'rn 

14 

X 

D sin 
P 

cos 
P 

sin B D cos 
P 

16 18 20 21 

2.16 

1.14 

130’24 ’ 20” 

325’07 ’ 10” 

4.843 

al.214 

0.764 

0.573 

33.85 l 

,11.97 

-0.645 

0.820 
. 

-28.55 

17.13 

* these data must be noted in field! 



Place . . . . . . . . . . . ..-.. Project . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

r 
Field 

stn 

A 

'oint 

itone 1.35 2.38 

-ill 1.35 1.24 

Hi s” 3 

1.93 

1.03 

cd 

17’46 ’ : 30’24 I 4.84 

16’17 I I 25Oo7 I -1.21 

T 
P 

Date . . . . . . . Page . . . . . . 
___- 

Ah 

Office 

D x Y 

14.28 33.85 ,28.55 

zo.90 .11.97 17.13 
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IL THE ESTItiATTC'K C'E S P R F A C E 

I? L-Ii - OFF 

1 QUANTITIES AKI! RATES OF RI-K-QFF 

Before a start can be made on the design of channels, ditches and other works 
which have to deal with surface run-off, it is necessary to have information 
on the probable quantity of water. If the object is to impound or store the 
run-off then it may be ,Mficient to know the total volume of water to be ex- 
pected. Usually the conservation problem is that of conveying water frorr. one 
place to another, and in this case the rate of run-off is nrore important, 
particularly the maximum rate at which run-off is likely to occur. This is 
the flow which a channel must accarmodate. 

In a hy-pothetical catchment area with an impervious surface and no losses 
the rnaxirmm rate of run-off uould be directly proportional to the rate of 
rainfall. In natural catchments there are other factors; sane of the rain 
is intercepted by vegetation, ScIIIE' infiltrates into the soil, some starts 
rro\ring over the ,vface but is trapped in depressions, and sane is lost b\- 
evqoration. These and m~.r~:- ether ,Fat?(-'l.F ::w like*alternative diversions 
fr?r the main route wkick is rainfall kecr\n-inr surface m-off. Est+ptes 
of .ates of surface run-off therefore all depend upon two processes: an 
estm,Tte of the rate of rainfall, and an estimate of how muck of the rain- 
fall zecccnes run+off. 

2 'IYE RATICNAL FORMULA 

'Ike rational formula is the simplest metkod and depends on the area, the 
intensity and a factor. Tke intensity must be calculated fran the time of 
concentration. In the following section two different ways of intensity 
calculation and the estimation of the time of concentration are skown. 

2.1. Intensity (based on generalized rainfall intensity duration- 
frequency formula) 

It is a corrmon experience that the most severe rainfall only lasts for a 
short tize. A storm wkick lasts for several hours uill usually give a greater 
total amount of rain tkan a storm wkick lasts for few minutes only, but the 
average rate of rainfall, arpressed in nm per hour, will usually be less than 
tke average rate for the short storm. Tke length of a storm is called its 
duration, and the relationship between intensity and duration is shown in 
the formula 

p-5 
t+b 
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where I is the average intensiry of the storm in m/h 
t is the duration of the storm in minutes 
a and b are constants, see Table 3 

TatIe 3 Intensity Constants 

Rainfall equalled or exceeded once in 

6 months 

1 year 

2 years 

5 years 

10 years 

20 years 

50 years 

Envelopping curve 

ar, 

500 4 

830 5 

1400 7 

2100 9 

2590 10 

2850 10 

3220 11 

7820 34 
4 

2.2. Intensity ( based on local observations) 

For three stations in the hills of Kepal (Katkmandu, 0khaldunga, Pokhara) 
rnakrmm rainfall observations were available, being observations of 5 min., 
10 min., 30 min., 1 hr., 2 hr., 6 hr., 12 hr., 1 day, 1 month. I plotted 
these observations on a graph paper and obtained three parallel lines (see 
Fig. 4). Fran the catchment area itself or frcm the next meteorological 
station it is possible to get the highest 24 hours precipitation. The number 
of the bbservation years gives the probability of the occurance of the 24 hour 
precipitation obtained. Make a parallel line on the graph with this value LW 
til you will reach the desired time of concentration and you will get the 
appropriate intensity. This intensity has still the same occurance probability. 
To change it, use the factors given in Table 4. 

Tatle 4 Return Period Conversion Factors 

Years 

2 

1 5 

ii 
50 

Factor 

0.90 
0.95 
1.00 
1.25 
1.50 
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2.3. Time of Concentration 

The storm duration which will correspond with the maximum rate of run-off 
is known as the time of concentration or the gathering time. It is defined 
as the locpest time taken for water to travel by overland surface flow fran 
any point in the cat&nent to the outlet. The reason why this time corres- 
ponds with the maximum flow is best illustrated by considering the catchment 
shown in Fig: 5. 

Fig. 5 A heavy storm on part of the catchment does not 

give maximum flow 

If a severe but localized stem falls in the luwtz shaded part of the catch- ' 
ment the run-off will be proportional to the product of the intensity and 
the area on which the stem falls. The intensity could be high but only a 
portion of the catchment area is receiving min and yielding run-off, If a 
mre widespread belt of rain covers the whole area the intensity will proba- 
bly be lower, but the whole catchment area willbe yielding run-off. It has 
been found that for nom&l catchments this second situation of a storm co- 
vering the whole catchnent, always gives a greater maximum rate of m-off. 
Maxinnnn run-off will thereforeresult when the whole catckment is yielding 
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run-off at the maximum rate it can do so. Since the intensity/duration 
curves show that intensity decreases as duration increases, the maxirman 
rate of rainfall, and hence the m&mmnrateofrunoff,willoccurina 
storm with the shortest dumtion which will still allow the whole catcbment 
to contribute run-off. 'Ihe shortest time for the whole catchment to contri- 
bute is the time it xi11 take water to flow frm the point in the catchment 
which is farthest amy In time, hence the definition of concentration time. 
The longest time may not necessarily be that taken by run-off fran the 
farthest point to reach the outlet, for there may be a nearer point which 
because of flatter grades or storage has a sly rouleto the outlet. This 
possibility is taken care of by the definition specifying the longest time 
for run-off to flow fran a point in the catchnent to the outlet. 
Themain variables affectingthetime of concentration of a catchnent are 
1) Size: the larger the catchnent the longer will be the gathering time. 
2)Topographg: steeptopographywill cause fasterrun-off andashorter 

gathering time than a flatter &t&nent. 
3) shape of the catcbment. In Figure 6 the ~JAQ catclxmznts have the same 

area and both have a symnetrical drainage pattern but the longest distance 
to the outlet is greater in one than in the other. Tthe gathering time will 
thereforebelonger, thecorresponding intensity lower, andthem 
rate of run-off less. This is the explanation of the fact that, all other 
factorsbeing equal, longnarraw cat&nentstendto have less flashy 
floods than square or round catchments. 

, 

Fig. 6 A short squat Catchment has a shorter gathering Time than 

a long narrow Catchment 



I Ah accurate method is the Bransby-William fomla. 
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Where T is‘the time of concentration in hours 
L is the largest distance fran the outlet in kilaneters 
D is the dimterof a circle eoual in area to the catchnent 

area in kilometers D=G 

A is the actual area in square kilaneters 
J is the average fall of the main watercourse in meters 

per 100 metres distance 

e the maxikum of run-off is the Rational-Fomula 

CIA 
Q= x 

re Q is the rate of run-off in cubic metres per second 
I is intensity in am per hour 
A is the catchmnt in hectares 
C is a dimensionless constant, the run-off coefficient (see 2.5) 

popularity of this method is enhanced by the fortunate numerical coinci- 
ce which makes C dimensionless in spite of the other three items being in 

lication of the formula consists of selecting appropriate values of C, 
The a.reaAcanbemeasured, by surveyor franmapsoraerial photo- 

'The value of intensity I the maximum rate of rainfall, is detezmined 
section 2.1. and 2.2. frun consideration of the time of concen- 
the catchunent, and the probability. Estimates of the coefficien" 

considered next. 

s run-off depends onmany factors: the 
iltration rate, the soil storage capacity, 

t is at the same time the virtue of the 
aand itsweaknessthatallthese factors are cmbinedinto 

ingle runoff coefficient C. 

\ 

. 
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Table 5 Run-Off Coefficient 

3 

Catchment Characteristics C 

Steep, bare rock 0.90 

Rack, steep but wooded 0.80 

Plateaus lightly covered, ordinary ground, bare 0.70 

Clayey soils, stiff and bare 0.60 

Clayey soils, lightly covered 0.50 

Loam, lightly cultivated or covered 0.40 

Loam, largely cultivated 0.30 

Sandy soil, light growth 0.20 

Sandy soil, covered, heavy bush 0.10 

Jungle areas 0.10 - 0.20 
1 

THE MANNING FOFWJLA 

A practical formula to get good results from field observations is the 
Manning Formula. The run-off estimation is calculated frxrn the reverbed 
characteristics. 

1 v=~ R 2/3 ,4 

Q = VA = ; R2’3 ,4 A 

where Q is the run-off at the measure site in m3/sec 
r! is the roughness-coefficient specially known as 

Manning's n, see Table 6 
J is the gradient of the river in m/m 
'i' is the wet surface of the river in m 
A is the cross sectional area of the river in m2 

Remark: This forrrrula is not accurate for rivers with a lrjt of bedload or 
with mudflow (the specific weight of the water is changing!) 

In the field the following observations must be noted: 
-- character of the riverbed according to Table 6 
- gradient of the river in m/m (arc tg&, with clinaneter 
- wet surface of the river in m, with nqsurenent tape and level 
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Tnis formula may be wed in a firm channel where the level of the last 
highest peak run-off can easily be recognized! 

. 

Table 6 List of some n-Values 

Riverbed Characteristics 

A Rills in the Plain 

- Clean, plain sole, straight 
(sand-gravel-sole) 

- ditto with stones and bank-trees 

- Clean, turned, some gravel banks and holes 

- ditto, more stones, trees 

- ditto, irregular bank, uneven small 
fall-steps 

- ditto with more stones 

- ditto, with backwater, deep holes and 
trees on banks 

- ditto, very bushy on banks 

B Rills in the Mountains 
Ino vegetation, very steep slopes) 

- sole: gravel, stones and some blocks 

- sole: stones and big blocks 

- blocksole, very irregular, partly 
looking out of the water, with small 
falls 

C Torrents, at High Water 
-(estimated values at not controlled torrents) 

- coarse gravel sole with stones, 
straight 

- ditto, very curvy, sole and bank 
irregular 

- stone sole with single blocks, sole 
and banks irregular 

- blocksole, sole and bank very 
irregular many bottlenecks, rapids, 
holes 

- ditto, with strong trees and 
bushes 

n-value 

Range Mean 

0.0333 - 0.0250 

0.0400 - 0.0300 

0.0440 - 0.0333 

0.0500 - 0.0350 

0.0555 - 0.0400 

0.0625 - 0.0425 

0.0833 - 0.0500 

0.1666 - 0.0769 

0.0500 - 0.0300 

0.0710 - 0.0400 

0.1000 - 0.0666 

0.0500 - 0.0400 

0.0666 - 0.0500- 

0.0833 - 0.0590 

0.1250 - 0.0666 

0.2000 - 0.0833 
. 

7 

0.0300 

0.0350 

0.0400 

0.0455 

0.0475 

0.0500 

0.0710 

0.1000 

0.0400 

0.0500 

I?mid~: Then-value can changewithin short distances intorrents.They often 
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4 EMPIRICAL RELATION 

If the run-off in a catchment which is part of a bigger catchment with a 
known run-off has to be calculated, or where the run-off of an adjacent catch- 
ment is known, the gnpirical formula may be used,if the meteorological con- 
ditions and the catchmnt characteristics are the same: 

Ql 
J4 

=Qr--- 
1"2 

Where A is the catcbmnt area in km2 
Q is the concerningmaximum run-off in m3/sec. 
1 and 2 are the kx!ices of the two respective areas 
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III CALCULATING THE DIMENSIONS 
OF CHECK -DAMS 

1 CALCULATION ELEMENTS 

As an example the following actual observations are used: 
- In many cases the gradient of the slopes of a torrent is about 3:4 (370). 
- Check-dams not yet refilled are strained by full water pressure. 
- Before =r‘illing the check-dams were seldom dynamically strained by a mudflow, 

whereas after the refillment check-dam wings were exposed to mudflow, so that 
the danger of shearing existed. 

- The stability of a check-dam can becrme critical as a result of the formation 
of a SCOUT hole during high water. If the banks downstream from the check-dam 
slide, because of the deep scour hole, 
sliding be-s smaller. 

the resistance against an overturn or 

In consideration of these facts and thoughts and with introduction of simplified 
assxnqtions the following calculations have been set up. For cases which do not 
correspondwiththese circumstances, the investigationhas only alimited 
validity. 

1.1. Valley Shape, River Width, Longitudinal Gradient, Height of Check-Dam 
According to the natural 

# 
ituation the valley shape has been assumed to have a 

bank slope of 3:4 (Al= 3 ). For determination of the soil pressure of the valley 
flank at the side foundations of the check-dam it has been assumed that the 
valley flank consists of loose material The angle of internal friction is 
equal to the angle of the slope (q = 370). Under this assumption the slopes are 
just in the labile equilibrum i.e. about to move. The base length B of the 
check-dams (= width of the river before the construction) has been varied fran 
1 m up to 20 m. 'Where it was important the longitudinal gradient has been taken 
as 20%. The height of check-dams up to 12 mhasbeen analyzed. 

Geometry and ncrrenclature of the check-dams are shown in the Fig. 7. 

1.2. Forces Acting on the Check-Dam (Fig. 8) 
The strain on the check-dams changes with the course of time. In Fig. 8 all the 

anin strain cases are shown in a simplified way. In the first stage the check-dam 
is not yet refilled; the full hydrostatic waterpressure acts during high water 
(s,+Jah, Ca 1 j . 

Inmediately after the gradual refilling (strain case 2) the reduced waterpressure 
(due to seepage) and the active soil pressure act on the upstream check-dam side. 
In strain case 3 refilling is not gradual, but is caused by a mudflow which 
strains the dam by a bump. 
In strain case 4 it is assumed that the new riverbed is completely aggraded and a 

- .- ,,,, ._". 
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L 

foundation length of the check dam 

crownlenpth 

breadth of spillway section 

H 
sP 

= height of spillway section 

HA = height of check dam 

H 
max 

= max check dam height in the side 

@" = width up (crown) 

'd = width down (foundation) 

F = foundation depth, rectangular to the side 
a = inclination of the side of the check dam, respectively 



Strain Ca7es for C hcc t. Cams 

Strain Case 1: Before Refillment 

t 
u UL 

wu = upwater waterpressure 

Wd = downwater waterpressure 

R+F = Resistance of sole and banks 

(inclusive friction) 

w, = own weight 

ww = water weight 

UL = up lift 

wU9 Wd and others are neglected for this calculation! 

Strain Case 2: Mediately after the Refilling 

w~~~~ .-\ 
- ---0. . . - :-.o. .- S&&i. 

considered! 

S = acti've soilpressure 

sH 
= horizontal soilpressure compo. 

sv 
= vertical soilpressure component 

w’U 
= upwater waterpressure with , 

seepage 



:! pwa t e i kiaterpressure 
---- 

Strain Area 

For the calculation of the waterpressure the following quantities 
are assumed: 

- height Hsp + Hd 

- effect up to half the foundation depth 

I b 

Strain Diagrams 

f 

/ 

/ 

/ 

i 

Pw = I 

Area, on which the water- 

pressure is acting 

I 

Y (” w sp + *d) 



Fig. 8 cont. 

Strain Case 3: Bump through Mudflow 

wO 
= own weight 

R+i = resistance of sole and banks 

'rn = bump through mudflow 

This case is seldom cons idered! 

Strain Case 4: After the complet Aggradation of 'he new Riverbed, 

Ww Sole and Banks intact 

~~~~s~~s 
'rn 

= bump through mudflow on the 

shoulder wings 

Wd, Ww, UL and SV are neglected for this calculation! 

_.. 

Strain Case 5: After the complete Aggradation of the new Riverbed, 

Sole and Banks slide away. 

-f!bJ s”c l 

tY sH 

= friction 

= upwater waterpressure on 
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In strain case 5 (disaster case) it is assumed that the full waterpressure a&s 
on the v-and the active soil pressure on the actual dam body. The banks down- 
stream of the check-dam slide down owing to the deep scourhole, and therefore 
counterpressure derives only fran friction. 

1,2.1. Water pressure frun upstream 
Immediately after the erection of the checkAm, but before its refilling, the 
full, hydrostatic waterpressure (during high water) acts on the upwater side of 
the check-dam, approximately up to half of the foundation F (Fig. 8, strain 
case 1; Fig. 9). 
After the gradual refilling of the check-dam, but before their aggradation, the 
water pressure is mcluced due to seepage-flow (Fig. 8, strain case 2). The detail- 
ed calculation gives always a value of approximately 70% of the hydrostatic wa- 
terpressure and this is independent of the permeability-coefficient. In additior., 
the nomally xmmged drain-holes (not specially necessary at gabion and loose- 
stone chec.k-dam)reducethewatexprSsme. The better the draimge through the 
drabholesand the better the aggradation of the riverbed, (the mm? impermable 
the riverbed) the less is the waterpressure. 

i.2.2. Waterload 
Nomklly the waterload on the spillway can be neglected. 

i-2.3. Waterpressure fran downstream 
Thewaterpressure fmnckmstreamcanbe neglected, because its amount is very 
mall. And in addition it acts positively. 

1.2.4. Up-Lift 
The up-lift can be read fran the flow characteristics net. As a rule it can be 
neglected due the following reasons: 
- the standing area of the check-dam is emall 
- the uplift is mall in relation to the wleight of the check-dam 
- the uplift forces in the check-dam sides diminish towards the top 

1.2.5. soilpresfllre 
As soon as the check-dam is refilled the soil pressure acts on the upstream 
check-damside.Tbe soil pressure canbe calculated in diffemtmys according 
to the different mtions. These calculations and experience have shown 
that the soil pressure is 30% of the hydrostatic water pressure. 

1.2.6. Total bad of Water- and Soil-Pressure 

In considering the seepage flow the follcwing fo&a is valid: 
Water Presfllre + Soil Pressure = Hydrostatic Water Pressure 

6.7 @Hs+HA>2J + 0.3 @(H~+H$~ = 1.0 @(I-&+IQ)~ 

Check-darrs consequently are to be dimensioned to the full hydrostatic water 
pressure for the phase before refilling and before canplete aggradation of the 
new riverbed. This is equal to the chek-dam which is strained by full water 
pressure due to lack of refilling (Fig. 8, strain case-l). 

The hormtal load at the refilled dam after complete aggradation of the new 
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I= 2 t/m? higher values than the full waterpressure are reached when the dam 
is wmpletly settled and no seepage exists. For this extmsituation the 
hydmstatic waterpressure and the soilpressvre are added together, which results 
in a 1.3 fold hydrostatic water-pressure. 
To design all. check-dam according to these unfavorable strains is not justified 
because there are other mtions which act in the other direction. 
Consequently the important decision follows that as a rule the check-dam has to 
be designed on the basis of full hydrostatic waterpressure, if mdflows are 
neglected. 
(With this finding, the calculation is made with the full hydrostatic waterpres- 
fllre.Thefllrcharge~rdingtoCoul~'sWedge?heoryis already considered!) 

1.2.7. hfudflow (Fig. 8, strain case 3) -- 
During storms nwS%ws (a nearly over saturated slurry, possibly mixed with big 
stones, root stocks and trees) can cause forces which are extremely difficult to 
estimate. 
In Switzerland the calculation of tm check-dam broken by a mudflow shcwed, 
that the existing dynamic mudflow strain is about 7 to 10 times the value of the 
static waterpressure. @ludflow = 7-10 t/m ) 

'Ib strengthen the resistance of check-dam, they can be refilled artificially 
irfmdiately after construction. For the check-dam body there is no mre danger 
frcm the mudflow after the refilling. Only the shoulders are in danger of being 
sheared off by a an&flow. Therefore the design of the spillway and the crown 
needs a corresponding shape (see 4.6.). 

2 STATIC AND SOILMECHANICAL CALCULATIONS # 

2.1. Fklevant Strains 

For the design of torrent contml check-dams the following strains are relevant 
according to chapter 1.1. 

2.1.1. NonaiL Case(Fig. 8, strain casesland2) 
Ch the check-dam the following forces a& 

horizontally -flxnlupstream 
- the full hydrostatic waterpressure 
-fxundc&nstream 
-the resistance of the sole andbanks 

(= soil resistance and friction) 
vertically -the cbeck-dam~s own weight 

2.1.2 hdudflowstrain(Fig. 8, strain case 3) 
The check-dam must resist the following strains: 

horizontally 
~$%%%terpressure on the shoulder 
- the active soil pressure on the body (2t/m3) 

acting only on h@allheigh~, and noton % 
of foundation) 

- nmxl clownstream 
-thetotalresistanceofthesole andbanks .x__ _" 
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&l-3. Disaster Case (Fig. 8, strain case 5) 
The check-dam must resist the following strains: 

horizontally 
1 ~erpressure on the shoulder 
- the active soil pressure on the body (#=2t/m3) 
-frcxncIfMn&ream 
- the friction between the banks and the dam 

(without the soil resistance of the banks) 
vertically - check-dam's cxm weight 

&marks: Because the check-darns are calculatedas gravity check-ckmmthe strains 
of one strig (take a metre unit) ZIU& find their counterstrains in the S~HE strip. 
TherefoE at a strip at the spillway section, there is no soil resistance because 
of the scourhole. Friction is the only counterstrain. 

2.2. Ex-terqal Statics 

2.2.1. overturn 
'Ike overturn security is defined by the quotient from the stabilizing and over- 
turning nrxnznts in relation of the lowler edge of the downstream structure. The 
single nrxwnts have to be estdmated based on the relevant strains according to 
chapter 2.1. The seaxity factor mst be at least. 1.2. 

bleabfl. . 
v = M - b1.2 

Overturning 

Forces creatingoverturning~ts are: 
- the upstream water pressure 
- the soil pressure of the fill material 
-eventually themudflcnvstrain 
-eventually theup-lift 
Forces cmating stabilizing mmants are: 
-thecheck-dam'sawn~~t 
- the total resistance of the sole and banks against the check-&m 

(soil resistance and friction) In the disaster case this is only friction. 

2.2.2. Sliding 
The security against slidingq is given by the qu&ient bettn the resisting 
and the driving forces. This &urity factor must be at least 1.2. 

- the soil preswre ofthefilla&erial _.,__ ,,_,, .-_, 
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- eventually the strains of a mudflow 
- eventually the up-lift 
Resisting forces are: 
- the total resistance of the banks and the sole against the check-dam 

(soil resistance and friction). In the disaster case this is friction only. 

Qeck-dam ctibemde secure fmnslidingby strengtheningwith deep foun- 
dations in the srzk and in the banks. 

Table 7 Co-Efficients of Friction 

Material P 

Masonry on sand 0.40 

on gravel 0.60 

on masonry 0.70 

on rock 0.75 

_ : I . . 

The co-efficfent of friction is the tangent of the angle of internal friction. 

2.2.3. Eka.rinfs Pressure 

The safety for the bearing pressure is defined as the quotient Qpbetween the 
admissible and the actual pressure. It must be at least 1.2. 
Therealbearingpressure is the weight divided by the standing area. 

Table B Admissible Bearing Pressure 

P =A - 
actual icpe8 

Q:, s p&jd 
= Pat r/ 1.2 

Kind of soil 

Clay 

Sand 

Gravel and Boulder 

Hard Rock 

Pressure in t/m2 

5 - 20 

20 - 40 

40 - 60 . 

200 - 300 
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energy line 
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B 
sP 

H 
sP 
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h 
cr 

Q 
9 

h 

h" 

hS 
h 

sh 

's 

hF 

d95 

b 
sh 

tF 

Units: m, set 
breadth of spillway 

height of spillway 

Height of energy line 

critical height 

run-off 

specific run-off 

fall height of check dam 

water cushion height 

scour water depth 

scourhole depth 

scourhole length 

height of foundation 

grain diameter which divides bed material in a way that 

95 percent is smaller than dg5 

breadth of scourhole 

foundation thickness 



3.1. Spillway Section 

9 

her 

H = 
-i- her 

3.2. Scout-hole 
For the foundation depth it is iqxxtant to know the scour-depth, for the next 
close check-dam the scour-length (also called stilling basin) and for the apron 
thelengthbetwenthewallanddhe deepest whole point. 

3.2.1. Scour-Water-Depth 

hS 
= 0.m $3 5 0.372 

3.2.2. tSmu.r-Ied 

Ls 
= o.73.ho.457... 

%50'828 

3.2.3. Bxacib .f Cxurhole --- - . ..--- 

bsh = 1.5 l B 
sp 

3.3. E?CZDpleS 

Q = 4.5 m3/s 

4.5 Q =- = 3 1.5 m3/s'm 

B =3m 
sp 

ds 5 ~0.3Om 

her =F=vg= 0.61m 

H = 
‘tv 

= &ha = 0.9Zm 

hS 
= 2.38m 

hsh =h&,, = 2.38 - 0.92 = 1.46 m 

LS 
= 4.73 m 

bsh = 4.5 m 

critical height 

GOQUT water depth 

- depth 
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3.4. Rlz?marks 

- These scourhole-formulas are based on a 4-hour peak run-off, acting on the 
scourhole. If the peak run-off lasts longer the value must be increased by 10 $. 
- Check especially at gravity check-dam, that the scour depth does not go 
deeper than the foundation depth! 

4 RECObfMENDATIONS FOR TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATIOX 

For the engineer involved with torrent control wrk it is his mst important 
tasks are to select suitable construction material, to place them professionally 
and to joineachother. To solve this problmit is necessary first of all, to 
recognize the basic casGlties which are explained by the sedimentation source, 
the acting soil mvemnts and the water. Secondly the right j-t about the 
effect of the single construction material is necessary. Roth squire the right 
eye, skilled by experience and observation, in addition to the theoretical 
knm-how. 

CROSS CONSTRUCTIONS 
Amng all constructions detemined by checking torrents, the cross constructions 
are the tmst signifipmnt ones. 
'Ihey are defined as constructions across or rectangular to the rill which lift 
the sole or prevent their further cutting. 'Ibe larger ones of such constructions 
are alledsedinrantretainingdam, the mailer ones check-dam, step dams, ground 
weirs or sole weirs. It is difficult to distinguish be- them. 
The cross constructions aremde in dry, wetormixedmsonry, in concmte, in 
EMC, in gabions, intimberor inacmbinationofthese. 

4.1. The Purpose of Cross Cimstnictions 
'Ihepurposeof cross mMx-uctions is to retain the alreadymving sediment or 
to prevent further sedimentation. For the first purpose they aze called sediment 
retaining dam, the latter ones, check-. 
The cross constructions have the following tasks: 
- to reduce the gradient of the torrent and therefore to diminish its energy 

- to lift the bed, and with it to safeguard the foot of the adjacent banks and 
slopes, and to widen the riverbed 

- to guide with spillway sections the murse of the torrent, so as to protect 
dangerous sites 

-to preventscmuring at other structures or toprotect than 

4.2. Selection of the Cbnstructidd Site 
For retaining stuctures it is possible to select the best site for their erection, 
maintenanck and effect, whereas for c4eckti the site has to be takeu whew the 
torrenthastobe Qqmovedorwherethe mlehastobelifted.&ly anallchangeS 
are poeisible with the variation of the checkbm heights and the distribution of 
theche&damwit.hin the gully. 
Within these limits, sites are preferred where a safe fmndation is possible in I : 
the sole and in the -I____ 



check-dam is not possible if only such sultahle &:.ltes wre selected. In wide 
gullies the width of the check-dams can be w&u& with the construction of 
guide walls. 
In straight torrents the che&Aaxrs are placed at right angles to the rill. In 
bent torrents the spillway section is placed rectangular to the sight to the 
next lower section (see Fig. 11). 

. 

Fig. 11 Placement of Check Dams in a bent Torrent 

4.3. Detexxdnatidn of the Clxx%-M.Eights 

To serve its purpose perfectly and for alongtimethe retaining.st~ructures need 
abig x&ainingcapacity andtherefore abigheight.The retaining capacity in- 
creases with height. It is a matter of calculation to evaluate which construction 
height and its estimated costs gives the optimum design. Fbr retaining structures, 
normally bottlenecks with steep banks are chosen where it is nwe econanicdL to 
coIlstruct hi&l structures. 
With check-dan~, the decision whetherto mnstruct a few high structures or rare 
lowstructuresaustbetaken according the circu~&ances 
often theheightislimitedbythe ~ITBSS sectionofthe gully andthe construe- 
tionmaterial.Experiencehas -that gravity check-dams asmade inNepal my 
havemaxinumheigbtof -4to6mfordrymasonry 

-6t08 mfor g&ion 
-8mforcemxtmasonry 

?hewstsofgravi.tystIuct~incxease quickly with heigth! 
The height of the check dans rmst be arrang& according to the local situation 
and the purpose of the structures. Rhere only a consolidation of the sole, or 
preventionoffurthererosionis involved, lowgroundweirs(stepdat~~)are 
sufficient. But where a hi&er sole lift is needed, higher check dams are ne- 
cessary- 
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The amunt of the sole lift depends on the adjacent slopes. The sole should be 
lifted up to such a level that the slopes get their natural angle of repose, 
after refilling of the structures. Remember that the angle of the slope is 
McNally steeper than in the cross section of the gully! 

Fig. 12 A Hiqh Sole Lift with several Check Dams 

In deeply cut gullies it is often mible to lift the sole high enough with 
only one structure. So two or mre structures built one behind the other are 
necessary(Figl2). Insuchcases the separate structures have to be situated 
as closely aspossibleto~other.Ihedistance~~structures hastobe 
calculatedso thatthewaterdoes not fallontothelouer structure! (See scour 
length 3.2.2.). With such structums the upper one may be constructed on the 
fill fran the lovier one (this is LUXXEU~ possible after one umsoon). Experience 
has shown that it is possible to build directly on the fill without consideration, 
if this material is caxpsed of boulder, stones and sand. These are the material 
Of mdflow and kiload. Such a material has an insignificant or no settlanent. 
It is difficult to estimate the required sole lift at places where the adjacent 
slopes are oversaturated since sliding and a lateral pressure act there. 'Ibis 
o~~lsaturatiancanbecant~lled~thdralnage. Thestmcturesmstbe situated 
in such awaythatnolateral pressmes 
signed accordingly. 

act on it. Otherwise they mst be de- 

4.4. The FOI% of the Cross cdristlirctions 

The fomof the cross constructions depends on the construction material and on 
thekindof con&ruction.NormaIly a fomcurvedutxtreamnivesthebest result 
for bow 
b a big 

FEnE 
possible 
If the s 

m and~~tydams(~.13).Curvedche~~-distinguishthearselves 
resistance against ~andbmnp.I$contrastdanswhichhavealon- 
orarenatbasedin~bankfi,~tbecalculstedasabawconstruc- 
as8 gravitymnstxuctim.Thsyare also cmstmcted in abm, if 
So that they are an& tire resistant than straight ones (Fig. 13 alt b) 

apes rise only gradually at the side foundation the wings are designed -A- as tangerm. 
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. 

b 

Fig. 13 Basic Forms of Cross Structures 

Ast~tstru~ canmore easily resist abiglateralpressurethan abowd 
one. In this case itiEmOre advisable to design a straight form. &nallstruc- 
tures, groundweirs etc. aredesignedstraight, tqo! 

4.5: CrossS&tion 

The cross amstmctions must have such a cmss section that they can resist the 
water pressure, and after filling, the px-esure of the fill material. The cross 
construction transfers the ~$1 and water pressures over the bow on the abuttmnt 
or in the gravity check-dam on the subsoil. In both cases the following condi- 
tions for stability must be fulfilled (see also 2.2.): 
-thepressUre 1inemustbewithinth.e core 

-theconstructionmstbesafe against overturning andsliding 
- the ku&nun ~IFSUIT? may not exceed the bearing capacity of the construction 

material and the resistance of the subsoil. 

The hydraulic eleumts are basic to the design of the cross section. 
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a) b) cl 

Fig. 14 Basic Forms of Cross Sections 

4 

Fig. 14 shows the main basic fonrr; of cross sections. Type b) and c) are con- 
structed in gabions, type a) and d) in masonry. Figs. a) and b) show the down- 
stream inclinedwall andvertical upstreamwall. In these fomof cross sec- 
tionsthe water with the bedload falls over the inclined or terrased wall and 
damages the wall. Especially at the terraced wall the edges of the gabions are 
exposed to the falling material. Even if these foms are very suitable for sta- 
tic forces, they must be avoided. CheckAams with an inclined wall may be con- 
structed if the surface of the inclined wall is done in huge well shaped stones. 
tily such huge stones do not suffer fran falling material. 
The form shown in Figs. 14 c) and d) is suitable for the bedload fall. Even if 
these shapes are not quite favourable fran a statics point of view, experience 
has proved their durability. 

Figs. 15 a) and b) show gabion check-dams in cross section. In a) the full 
volt is made in gabion, whereas in b) only the front wall is made in gabion. 
Both structures have the same effect but b) is less expensive. The rest of the 
dam body is made of dry masonry. For this masonry stones of about 4 20 cm are 
recun~~ded. It is advisable to put a fewgabions across the frontwallto an- 
chorthewallinthedrymasonry. Fig.15 c)shows acheck-damwithan inclined 
gabion front wall. The hind part is filled with dry masonry. The angle of the 
inclination is the same as the angle of the pressure line. This type is very 
perfect fran the statics point of view, but it my be used only in rivers with- 
out bedload. 'Ibis kind of construction needs sanz skill. lbe gabions are placed 
and filled at an angle which needs sane know-how on the side of the contractor 
andthelabourers. 
Fig. 15 d) shows an inclined dry masonry wall. In this type only the front wall 
ismade inbigboulders(50-2OOm), the rest ismade in snallstoned.rymasonry. 
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Fig. 15 Variation of Cross Section Form 

4.6. Spillway Section 

'Ibe spillway section is formed by lifting the dam wings to guide the flowing 
water in a defined way and to fix the place where the water should fall. The 
spillway section an.& be designed big enough to lead off the high water inclu- 
ding the bedload. To design the spillway section is difficult because there 
are no accurate formulas to estimate high water, bedload, their velocity and 
a possible mudflow. For these reasons it is necessary to design a secure 
height (0.3-1-O m) and an inclined crowr shoulder. 
The breadth of the spillway section varies acwrding to thebreadth of the ri- 
verbed, andshallbe designed in such awaythatastillingbasinis foru&with- 
out endangering the banks. The synn&rical spillway sections have different 
ferns, suchas acircle segment, a trapezium, atrapeziumwithxoundededges, 
a rectangle or a triangle (Fig. 16). 

Ihe circle segplent with a big centre angle holds the water together best, and 
does not favour the deposition of stones in the spillway section. This form has 
the disadvantage, that not only the power of the water is concentrated at the 
lowest part but also the bedload, which results in abig abrasion. Spillway 
sections with a level sole permit the water to widen, the water stream is weak- 
ened, and the scouring on the apron or in the stilling basin is reduced. Recta& 
gular fonrs should be avoided unless guidewalls lead the water and bedload to 
the spillway section. Otherwise the crown shoulders are fullyexposedto amud- 
flow! The triangle formshouldbe avoided, too, becawe water is concentrated 
in one place. 

The form of the spillway section shall be selected according to the local situ+ 
tion and according to the constructian material used. 
'Ihe sole of +h spillway section 'is exkranely exposed to the abrasive forces of 
the water and especially of the bedload. These forces must not be neglected, 
otheNvise the sole of the spillway section is broken after only a few mansoonS. 

1 
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Fig. 16 Symmetrical Spillway Sections 

For dry masonry only big, heavy, ~11 shaped and very well fitted stone-cubes 
maybe used for this sole.The requiredsize canbe calculated according to 
the foxnnila in appendix 1. 

a) 

Fig. 17 

b) 

Spi 1 lway Sole Improvements 
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A few spillway sole improvemnts axe shown in Fig. 17 and are discussed 
iJdow . 

a) The sole is protected with a cement masonry layer (about 50 cm). This con- 
struction can be used for dry masonry - and for gabion check-dams. In 
gabion structures the cover of the uppemrxt gabion is placed in the middle of 
the layer. The mrtar mst be made out of a 1:3 cement-sand mixture. 

b) The sole is'pmtected with big gneiss or granite plates (or flat rocks). If 
necessary the plate are anchored in the body with cement or with iron bars. 

c) This is the same solution as b), but laid at an incline. This has the advan- 
tage that the fill protects and puts pressure on the plates which gives than 
a better settlement. 

d)'Ihe sole ismade in concrete or cementmasonrywith an inclinedsurface. 'Ihe 
mst endangered edge is made of a rail. This rail is &x&led in concrete and 
anchored with iron bars. 'Ihe mbedding ML&, be made of best quality concrete. 

It is re carmended to design a nose (about.10 cm long) together with the sole im- 
provement to protect the front wall against falling stones. 

4.7. Drainholes andculverts 

Behind all impermeable structures a big water p ressure can build up. So drainholes 
andculverts are needed to drain the fillandreducebackpressure. Drainholes and 
culverts areonly necessary in cement masonry - concrete or R.C.C. -structures. 
The porosity of dry masonry and gabion check-dams is sufficient to drain the fill. 

4.8. Scouring problem (for formulas see 3.2.) 

Scouring is thebiggest enemy of check-dams. It is causedbythe energy of the 
falling water and bedload. The energy is destroyed in the scourhole or on the 
apron. Even firm rock can not resist the scxmring forces caused by water falling 
fran big heights. If the check-cks are not based on rock, big scourholes will be 
created. 'Ihe closer the distarm kz%een the fmntwallandthe waterstream, the 
mre the frontmll is endanger-T "&ii; distance can be increased with noses or 
with consoles (see Fig. 17). E~pr-ci&ly in gravity structures, where the body is 
based on the foundation, this fmtion is in danger of collapsing. So the front- 
wallmust becmnstructed in such away that it can-resist the scouring forces. In 
addition it is important to keep the scouring always on the same level. 'Ibis le- 
velcanbecheckedthroughtheheigZltofthen~l~rcheck-damorthroughan 
apron.- thestonesof an apmngetdestmyedafter a few years, the apron 
rmstbe~~periodicdlly.Wi~asrrdllgroundweirastillingbasincanbe 
made, where the energy of the falling water is destroyed in the water cushion. 

4.9. Foundation 

Especiallywith gravity check-dam the structuremst bewllbased in the sole 
and in the banks. According to the needs of the design the foundation depth for 
the sole anci.for the banks is given. 'tit the foundation must rceach firm rock or 
gravel and should not be based on soil or wathered m&. With the excavation 
alldeadrock, soil and nonhamgeneousmaterial (like timber rmains)mstbere- 
mved, even if this is not foreseen at the time of estimation (this is the reason 
for an overhead). 
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Never base structures on a slanting excavation hole. 'Ihe sole for the foundation 
&be level. Allobstaclesmust betakenout andbl.g&onesormckmstbe 
remwed. Even the foundation in the banks must be level. Build terraces with a . lx.dmmmlexlgthof 30 an. 

Take a 1.0 m foundation in the sole and 0.5 m in the banks as a rule of thti. 
The sole foundationmaybe less, if the foundations is contralledbythenext 
lcmver check4axn (at a sole lift) see Fig. 18. 

min 1.0 m sole foundation step length 

Fig. 18 Foundation Depths 
. 

Prevent water standing in the foundatian. Drainthewaterwith aFrench-Drain. 
This is a drain of 20x20 cm filled with stones ($ 10 an). 

5 GENERAL 'SUGGESTIONS FOR 'CONSTRkION 

Tbobtai.nasatisfactory result the followinguustbeobservedinallcon- 
Structinnw: 

-~check-drtlrsatthe~t~asthet~~toftheuppercatchnent 
andtbeadjacentslopes(plantation, affarestatti, div$nrsicuchannel, re- 
taMngwalls,txzkingsteepslopes), ~evenbetter, sttithesetreatnrents 
before the con8truction Starts! 

-selBctthe app3qMat.e construction site ead&&gn~lytogetthebest 
result! 
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; - CImose the best construction materials available nearby! 

- Forl~stanecheck-darnsmakegooddry~~structureswithbig,well 
shaped, bard stones. The size of the stones used for construction rmst be 
bigger than the stones transported in the gully! 

- Use the biggest and hazdest stones for the spillway section and the foundations! 
-ForgabianCbeck-darrsthestone-size~bebiggerthanthemesh.Alsohere, 

onlydry~llrtsl;mry~beusedwith~ll~andhardstoaes.Thewirermst 
bewell galvani.sd.'Jbe gabjnn.9~~bep~ll andfkmlytid first to close 
the gabion-box itself azd sacred to fix the gabion with its surroundings! 

- Do not expose gabions to flming or falling water (especially if there is a 
bedload)! 

-The foundatimmst be fixmlybased in the s&soil and inthe.banks. The foun- 
dation-depth .depends on the quality of the soil, and the IX&:\ 

-The spillwaysectionamsttakethepeaknm43ff flow! 
- Prevent water by-passing check4ams with guidewalls! 
- Plan a life-span for the structure of 30 to 50 years. Ekpenditum on the wn- 

struction can be justified econanically onlyby such alongperiod! 
-Maintenance is as inportantastheconstruction itself. mrtheproverb: 

'!Rm't start canstruction, if there is no will to malntain!V' 
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xv CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 

('Ike following text is taken fran the Wxlian Practical Civil mgineer" and fran 
the Wanual of Refoxestation and Emsion Control for the Philippines", see 
Bibliography nos. 3 and 6) 

Thecmly ~nrctionrnaterialswhi~~beused~thosewhich are econanical, 
durable;sufficient fw the mqu.kwwts and locally available, or which can be 
easily transported to the construction site. 'Ihe construction design has to depend 
on the material available. 

1 MASONRY 

Masonry in a broad sense is errployed for retaining walls and for the construction 
of weirs and check-. One can use natural stories;bricks or hollow bloc&. Since 
the latter tm are quite wive, natural stones are most txmnonly used for 
mamnrywork in erosion control. 

1.1. Recpmmits for @&truction $Xc%es 

'Ihe chief IW@rGmnts of a construction stone are strength, density and durabi- 
lity carbined with reasonable facility for working. A good construction'stone 
shouldbehard,~,~zctgrainedandllniformintextureandcolaus.Stones 
withuniformcolouramgenerally foundtobedwable. Redandbrcmnsbades and 
mttledcolour indicate thepresexeof injuriousmaterials. Generally spe&ing 
theheaviest andccnqact grainedstones are the strongest and& durabe; a 

a4 canstructionstoneshouldhaveacrushingstrengthofatle~110kg/ .A 
crystalline stone issuperiorto anoncrgstallineone andthe fixmerthe crystal- 
linetexture, thestronger it is. Igneous mdmet~crocksaregenerally 
heavier andmredurablethansedimntaryrocks. A&me absorbing less pateris 
strrmgeraadnroredurableasitwlllhatlleless~ionoerain~er.Agoodbuil- 
dingstonesbouldbefreefmndecay, flaws,veitns,cracks and sand-boles. 
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mive a good polish. Granites, marbles, slates and curpact varieties of lim- 
stones can be polished well. 

?he strenghtof astone is greatly reducedunder following conditions: 
a) Alternate wAM.ng and drying, especially sand- and limestones. Stones in uet 

condition showalowercmshing strenghtthanwhenthey are dry; strengthmy 
bereducedby3Oto4Opercent. 

b) Impact and intermittent loads as in the case of machine mxm andpiersor 
abutments of bridges. 

c) Fire brings about rapid destruction of stones by disintegration. 
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1.2. Providing Gmstruction Stones 

The stones lying around are normally not sufficient for the requirements, so 
stones must be quarried. 

Quarrying of stone for mall jobs is generally done by hand tools alone such as, 
crowbars and wedges. In large quarrying operations in hard rocks, rock drills are 
used. 

There are natural joints and fissures in rocks and advantage is taken of these 
joints, where existing, in separating one block from the other. Fissures,cracks, 
planes of cleavage and bedding planes of stratification are all weak points in 
a rock. Where naturti fissures or joints do not exist, artificial fissures can 
be made by drilling a line of holes ( in rows), about 1 an to 5 an in diameter 
10 cm to 15 cm in apart and about 15 cm to 20 an deep with the aid of a chisel 
and hanmer. In quarrying, holes are j-d or drilled along the desired line of 
cleavage. Two half round pieces of steel with a conical wedge between thm are 
placed into each hole (these devices are also called "feathers" and "plugs"). 
If all the wxlges are driven along together in succession with a hammer the rock 
will crack along the face of the holes. Instead of steel wxlges, round plugs of 
dry lm-dmod are somtimes driven in and kept soaked with water. The swelling of 
the wood will split the xc&. Lighting and maintaining a fire on the surface of 
a rock causes the upper layer of the rock to expand and separate frcm the lower 
tIli3S.S. 

Photo No 5 
DryMasanrycheck-damihKbareK$la. 
Big stones has been used for. 
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1.3. Preparation of Construction Stones 

The stones used for dry IIWXXW~ must be of large size and a good shape. 'Ibe bigger 
the stones and boulders the better for the stability of the structure. A good 
approximation for the required stone size is given in appendix 1. The specifica- 
tion required for the stone shape nn.lst be one of the following, according the 
structures' need: 

a) Square Rubble, brought up to courses: - 
Beds and joints: lbbeoneline dressed. No face jointshallbethi&.er than 1 cm. 
'Ihe f-stone sballbelaidalternateheaders and stretchers. 
Height of course: 15 cm to 25 an. No course to be of greater height than any 
course below. 
Bond or through stones: 1.5 m apart in the clear in every course and to be stagge- 
red, andas for ashlarmasonrybelow. 

b) Block inCourse: 
The stone shall be hamneror chisel-dressedon allbeds and joints so astomake 
rectangular shapes (two line dressed). Joints shallbe dressed atrightanglesto 
the face for a distance of 10 an. 
Beds and joints: Not to exceed 1 cm thick. 'Ihe face stones shall be laid alternate 
headers andstretcbers. 
Height of course: Each course shall consist of stones of even thickness not less 
than 15 an. No stones in face shall have less breadth than height, and no stone 
shall tail into the wall less than its height and at least l/3 of the face. Stones 
shall tail into the wall twice their height. 
Bond or through stones: Through stones going right through the wall for walls up 
to 75 an thick, shall be inserted in each course at 1.5 intervals breaking joints 
with similar stones in causes above and below at least 60 an. 
Quoizs: Short bed to be at least equal to height and long bed at least equal to 
twice height. Beds and joints to be squared back as for walling. 

c) Ashlar: 

mEvery stone shallbe cbisel-dresssdon allbeds and joints, tobetrue andsquare 
giving perfectly vertical and horizontal joints with the adjoining stones or 
brickwork (three-line dressed). 
Beds and joints: No joint shall be thicker than 1 cm. The face stones shall be 
laid alternateheaders andstretchers; the headers shallbe wrangedto curuz as 
nearly aspossible in the middle of the strechers above and below so that the stones 
break joint on the face for at least half the height of the course. 
Height of course: Not less than 30 cm. No stonetobeless inbreadththan in 
height, or less in length than twice its height. 
Bond or through stones: Not srceeding 1.60 m apart in the clear, and to be Stagge- 
red. In walls 75 an thick and under, the headers run right through the wall, if 
mre, overlap at least15 an. 

"tie line dressed" mans sparzuw picked or chisel-dressed so that no portion of 
the facedressedisnxxethanlcmfranedgeof astraightedgelaidalong face 
of stone. 
'"Ikpline dressed" means sparrowpickedor chisel-dressed sothatno portionof 
the facedressedisuxxethan0.5 anfranedge of astraightedgelaidalong face 
of stone. 
Three line et or fine chisel dressed means that the surface of the stone 
is dresseduntil astraight edgelaidalongthe face in is contactatevery point, 
this is also called "plain face"* 

4 

I 

I’ 
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2 CONCRETE 

Concrete is used for the construction of retaining walls, weirs and for bank sta- 
bilization. For more stability concrete is often reinforced with steel bars. Gra- 
velused inconcreteshouldnotcontain stones ofmrethan 7 cmdiarreter. The 
following tables give the proportions of the mixture and the quantity of cement 
required for concrete of different mix&g ratios, 

Table 10 Proportion of cement, sand and gravel in concrete mixtures 

Kind of concrete Water content Cement Sand Gravel 
'(percent) (ratio. by weight) 

Compressed concrete 
t 

for retaining walls 4-7 1 :2: 3 

Compressed concrete 
for wing walls, weirs 4-7 1 :2: 2 

Table 11 Quantity of cement required for concrete of different mlxinq 
ratios 

Ratio ,. Kg.Cement / cu. m concrete 

1:l 900 

1:2 630 

1:3 460 

1:4 350 

1:5 300 

1:6 250 

1:7 225 

1:8 200 

1:9 175 

1:TO 150 

1:12 125 

Cancrete reinforced with iron mxluires nme water. Canpressed concrete is proces- 
sed by cmpacting layers of 15eto 20 an, particularly the corners and edges of 
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the concrete mss,with a stamper. Special cements (so-called hydraulic canrents) 
are employed for construction WX.% in water. Ordinary concrete structures should 
not get in contact with water until cmpletely hardened. 'Ihe disadvantage of tna- 
sonry and concrete structures in antierosion works is that they are very infle- 
xible. Ome damaged, they are not easy to repair. 

You will find more information about mncrete in ummhandbooks! 

3 GABIONS 

. 

E'hoto No 6 
Gabion check-dam after cmstruction 
with no spillway section protection. 

Gabions is the term for large m&angular wire crates that are filled with stones 
and are employed in erosion control techniques M&h have been'developed in Italy. 
Theyhavesacnesignificant~tagesoversolidstructures: 

- flexible: Gabiones bend without breaking, and in contrast to concrete or masonry 
kwar do not crack. This can be ah important aspect with regard to unevenly 
sinking foundations and the pressure in slopes. 

- permeable: Gabionstructures are permeable mddonotneed anextradrainage 
system. 
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- ecIx3xlanica.l: Usually they are cheaper to construct than other solid engineering 
structures. They rray becane expensive only tiere, stones are not available in 
sufficent quantity. 

Gahions can be used in flowing water and for land reclamation along shores, for 
retaining walls, gully stabilization, etc. 'Jbey mainly serve as hydraulic struc- 
tures . 

a) Construction: 
Since ready-made importedgabions are very expensive andhardly available,wire 
crates have to be constructed fram locally available mesh wire. The wire should 
be heavily galvanized to insure a long life span. The standard of the'galvanisa- 
tion lTIust be checked with every supply and must be up to the standard (see for 
instance British Standard). The dian-eter of the wire should not be less than 
2.5 ml; rem are 2.8 or 3.0 mn. Gabions can be divided by so-called dia- 
phragnm to increase their stability and to prevent the internal rrpvernent of the 
stone fill. 
For a gabion of 2xlxl meter the following material is required: 

lpieceofmeshwire4~2m = 8 sq. m, 
2piecesofa-eshwirelxlm=2sq.m, 
I2 m ~DXI rod 0.5-0.7 an diameter, 
approximately 10 m wire for sewing. 

At firstthe m piece of mesh wire is spread on the ground. Then, the tw smaller 
pieces are connected with the main body one meter fran either end as shown in Fig. 19 
To strengthen the gabion an ironmdis fixedaroundtheedgesofthemainmesh 
wire body and tied together where its two ends meet. To steady the gabion during 
filling it would be also possible to use thin ba&oo or wooden poles as a substr- 
tute, should funds be lacking to buy the iron rod. These poles should not be too 
thick, so as not to leave large boll- in the gabion after they have decayed. 

. 
II Bottom 
I, III Sides 

IV Cover 

A-B Diaphragm 

V Ends 

Fig. 19 

I 
t- 

Frame 

I 
Construction of a Gabion 
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~&kionscan alsobemnufactwed fmnordinarywire. The procedure requires sane 
skill and experience. 

b) Asse&ling of &ions: 
For better handl$ng gabions are usually delivered flat-folded. &I a level spot 
near the constructian site they are opened, their sides folded up and the edges 
-together fifinlywithwire,UUzhmust be loopedtwicethrough everyrnesh 
openingalongtheedges. It&ouldbe as strong a~therrmh~wireofthe gabion. 

c) Filling: 
Czuemstbetakenthatthf3gabion does not lose its shape. Thereforedouble 
strandsofwire are stzetrhrylacmssthebox andsinglewirestieddiagmally at 
theedges.Forbettermppmt thesewires shouldbeloopedaroundatleast tm 
meshes (Fig. 20). Without the cross-ties the gabion tends to adopt the shape of 
asausage. 

Fig. 20 Stabilisation of a Gabion by Cross Ties 
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The stones for the filling should be larger than the size of the meshes. '3e 
front of the gabion requires n-me riprapping, tiereas for the back or inner side 
a rough filling my be sufficent. If there are not enough stones, the center can 
also be filled up with gravel (Fig. 21). 

Gabion filled with large 
material, front side 
riprapped 

Fig. 21 Filling of a Gabion 

Gabion filled with bigger material 
at the outside, finer material in 
the middle 

Eter filling, the cover of the gabion is bent down, pulled tight with the help 
f a crowbar and sewn along the front edge and the sides. Most structures (re- 
aining walls, checkdam, etc.) require several gabions, which are connected 
ikewiseby stxmggalvanizedwire. Adetailed Instruction sheet is given in 
ppendix 6. 
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PREPARATION OF CONTROL 

PROPOSALS 

The first step in the preparation of control proposals is the Preliminary Inve- 
stigation which is based on a field trip cqvering the river and the eroded areas 
and on the map of 1:!50 Ooo or 1: 63 660 scale. 'Ibe result of the preliminary in- 
vestigation is a report describing the situation ( river condition, erosion, da- 

mages and dangers), giving the easily available facts on hydrology, geology, land 
use andecomofthe areaandprescribingthemeasures requiredwith a rough 
cost estimate based on the nunker of structures and their approximate sies. Usual, 
ly the benefits are enum?r&ed or described but not given in figures in order to 
producethis.report as fast aspossible. 

Based on this preliminary report it has to be decided &ether within the district 
the damage or danger caused by the river under consideration is .important enough 
toexPend funds frunalimitedbudgettoprepare adetailedcontrolproposal. If 
the priority of a certain emsion control schane is established th$ preparation 
of a detailed control proposal is started. It consists of the following steps: 

- Topographical survey and collection of data 
- Planning 
- Presentation 

Topographical Survey and Collection of'Data: 'I& topographical survey is nomally 
conducted with a transit with an accuracy for the horizontal angle of at least 10' 
and for the vertical angle of 1'. D&tan- andheigbtdifference arecuqmted fran 
optical transit readings. The main survey traverse is preferably a cuqmss-traver- 
se with tm transfer-stations between the transit stations. 

1. Map 1: 500-2000 
2. Imgitudi.nal Sectionof theRiver1: 100-200 (height scale) 

500-2000 (longitudinal scale) - - 
3. Ckoss Section 1: 100-200 

In this survey have to be included all river points necessary to draw a horizontal 
and vertical projection of the river (points where the river changes direction or 
gradient, points above andbelow falls, upp~ andlmr endofbed-rockor heavy 
boulder etc.). In addition, stations have to be taken along the edge of slides, 
alonglineswhe+etheslope gradient changes strongly, along roads, locating also 
drains,and~atiansautliningexistingstruc~likehousesetc.Ihesurvey 
should be extended dum to the junction with the next bigger river and up-river 
some distance above the upgamst crontrolme~.~lywberethe~;tretchesnee- 
dingtreatmnt are far above the junction andwhere atthelmradofthis 
stretch solid bed-rock for check-dam foundation is available the survey can be 
startedatthisrock. 

In addition allkailabledataabout 
-Sizeofdraimgeandto~y 
-Rainfallandparticula~Ay itsmaxima 
-Geology 
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have to be collected. &an cat&rent area and rainfall data (and if available, 
out of hydrological data) flood run-off is estimated. New surveys in addition to 
existing data about geology and land use are only conducted if theti knowledge 
is essential for planning or execution of the control work and then only for 
areas where it is necessary. Data on labour and material cost and on cost of 
transport of material are essential for reliable cost estimates. 

Planning: Fran the longitudinal section and cross sections, the rise in bed le- 
vel required to stabilize the eroded slope is derived. 'Ibe nun&r and location 
of check-dams and akmkmnts is designed accordingly and their horizontal out- 
ltie established in the map. With the help of the estimated flood run-off the 
required river cross-section area and spillway sizes are calculated. With these 
d&a the single structures are designed as cross-sections. ChA of these the volume 
of wrk for excavation, gabion, masonry, concrete etc. is calculated. Costs per 
unit for mterial, labour and transport are established for the proposed types 
of wrk. The voBme of work tims unit costs szmmd up give the cost estimate. 
Vegetative measures are treated in the sq~ way either on an area basis per hec- 
tare or on a basis of length per metre for cordons etc. 

'Ihe cost estimate is normally done in the sequence of wxk from the mouth up-river 
and with the mrk outside the river lilcle drainage and vegetative measures last. 
Sub-totals are add& up for each structure separately and to the grand-total a 
sum between 15 and 25 'R, added for contingencies and overhead. Although this sum 
looks rather high, flood- during construction and additional nmsures not 
foreseen in the proposal can not be avoided in erosion control. 

Presentation: 

TbeDetailedEmsionCoatrolproposal consistsof: 
1. The Technical Report: presenting the above mentioned data, describing the 
river and erosion conditions and explaining the proposed measures and their cal- 
culations. CC&S and benefits at least in approximate figures are ~mnpared. 
2. Map 1: 50 000: showing the project area in relation to the district and to 
the existing transportation netmrk. In this map the draimge area and z&fore- 
station areas are outlined. 

3. Map 1: 500-20: simwing the proposed structures in and along the riverbed 
andall masures outside it. 

100-200 4.Longitudinal Section 1: m2m: shms all structures in and along the 
riverbed. 

5. Cross-Sections 1: lCO-200: show the detailed design of every single structure. 
6. Table of Costs per unit: shorn the calculation of costs per unit for every 
typeofvmkappearinginthe cantm1proposa.l. 
7. Cost-Estimate: shows the caLlculation of volumes and costs for each structure 
and other measures and the calculation of the total cost. 
8,Table oflandusers: e.g. Bnchayats, tin-&r concessionaires, water rights. 
9. photographs: should illustrate the project area as a whole and show inte- 
resting details. * 
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Fig. 22 Situation, Cross-Sections and Longitudinal Section 

. of a Control Proposal 
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VI PROCEDURE 

1 PRIORITY AT STARTING PROJECTS 

When beginning a new project one always has to ask the question which area or 
which gully has to be mrked on first. A master plan can help to solve. this 
problem. 

Normally the vmk starts in one sub-catchmnt in an integrated way (check-dam 
and efrbankn-mt construction, afforestation, grassplantation, terrace improvements, 
etc.). The sub-catckrment (or gully) can be selected according to the following 
considerations: 

- demnstration character 
-protecting infrastructures (roads, channels, houses) 
- political reasons 
- sub-catcbmntcondition 
- accessibility 
- getting experience 

2 SUCCESSION IN ONE GULLY 

'he succession of the umk must be arranged acco%i.ng to their purpose and the 
local situations. 

Normally in a series of check-dam the lowest ones (which support the others) 
arebuilt first. Inpractice thebest order is to startwithth~lowest check-dam. 
After its canpletion the next higher one is started. This has the advantage, that 
the excavation material can be used as fill material. In this way no special soil 
deposition is needed, and the deposition does not block the water course. 

When a contractor ekes the job, construction time $s limited. 'Iben he normally 
startsby excavating for all the check4atm at the sam time andafterwards 
starts the coustruction. This order should be'avoided, to take the excavation 
mterial as fill. In this case the order of mdcing oust be prescribed firmly in 
the specifications (construct first the lmest check-dam, after its -letion 
start with the excavation of the next higher.one, etc.). The time of construction 
mustbe f5Xdaccordingly! 

Where ahigh sole lift is mquiredandthe uppercheck-damstandso~the lower 
fill, the construction can only start after filling, that means after the next 
rumsoon (conmlidated deposition material has still soo11? settlement, so the con- 
structiononsuchartifical fillisriLQkY).Tow~~tacheck-dame;Lchyear, 
specialtimingmstbeforB?en intheprojectplah! 
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There is one difficulty in selecting the check-dam height and the construction 
+te. To solve it there are tuo alternatives: 

First alternative: Before the survey starts, the engineer decides on the fall 
height of the check-dams (e.g. hf = 2.00 m). For the survey he decides where the 
lowest one has to stand, and surveys there the cross section. 'Ihe place of the 
next upper check-dam is set according to the fall height, and there also the 
cross section is surveyed etc. 'Ihis order has the advantage that all check-&TIE 
have the SUITE height. This simplifies the design, but it has the disadvantage, 
that local situations can not be considered. 

Second alternative: 'Ihe survey with its cross sections is made at important and 
characteristic points. In the office, using this survey, a rough project is cal- 
culated andestirnatedwith t~.~ormlre differentheightsof check-dans. During 
the construction the engineer places the check-dan~ according to the. local situa- 
tions (good foundation, bottleneck, big stones;) and selects the required height, 
so that it will fit into the series. In this way many changes from the initial 
plan and many adaptations must be made. But the construction can take advantage 
of the best local situation. 'Ihis second alternative leads to the better result! 

3 ITINERARY FOR CONSTRUCTION 

lbe order of wrk for the construction of a check-dam gives the netwrk dia- 
granm in Fig. 23. 
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VII MA IIGTENANCE 

Maintenance of~structuxes and 
the care of plantations and 
vegetative methods of slope 
stabilization ate very impor- 
tant . Structureswhichare 
not maintained can have di- 
sastrous consequences for the 
people staying downstream by 
pxsible destruction through 
floods. For mintenance there 
is a proverb saying: 
"If there is no will and the 
requiredmeansarenotavai- 
lable to maintain the struc- 
tures sufficently, it is 
better to relinquish the 
construction!" 

Photo No 7 
The water flows beside the 
check-dam and attacksthebank. 
Maintenance is badly needed! 

Nomallymintenance and care consist of: 
- inspections 
- care of plantations, drain-systemandwatercourses 
- repairwrk 
- supplementary mrk 

These tasks have the aim: 

- to guarantee the longekt livespan (if possible without or at least 
a very late reconstruction) 

- to discmer and to repair new damages in slopes and torrents as 
soon as possible 
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- to discover in sufficiently protected areas, those UK?; need 
supplantary work. 

For the single tasks the following wt be mentioned: 

a) Inspections 
A check-up must be done before and after the mnsoon. Basically all &tructures, 
watercourse (sole- and bank e-ion, obstacles etc.) and slope-protections tnust 
be checked. 

b) Care of plantations and of watercourses 
This consists of: 
-Drainage:Tocleanoutditches, renrweweds, andto repair ditches 
- Slopes: Where necessary grass cutting, restoration of grass cover, cutting of 

the bushes to mnd and to supplement afforestation, to check newly formed rills, 
gullies anti slides with brush-m check-w and with other vegetative methods 
of slope stabilisation. 

- Water Courses: To clean the watercourses from deposits, especially fran floating 
wad, big stones, weds etc.,Erosiontrends must be recognized and controlled 
imrediately. Changes of water courses must be uointored and controlled. 

c) Repair wrk 
This concerns especially structures in masonry, wad and vegetative methods of 
slope stabilisation: 
-FIetainingwalls: Allkindof retainingwalls asv.ell ascheck-darrs and&a&- 

ments have to be checked for: condition of the foundations, pressure-indications 
(specifily 3.n m-=--y -structures), settlwent, degree of derangeswznt, func- 
tioning of drains, dzwage due to rotting, hitting and abrasion etc. 

- Check-dans: have to be checked additionally for the condition of the spillway 
section, scouringdamage above andbelowthe structure, bank foundations con- 
dition of the apron and the scouring-basin, scouring activites in the banks 
etc. 
With all these structures every damag& part has to be changed or patched up. 
Scouring damage must be repaired by setting a better pzwtection (big stones, 
masonry, gabions etc.). Often it is not possible to repair rotting check-. 
'JheyhavetobeexchangedbyresrMngtheoldone(whichisverydangeraus)or 
by constructing a new one in front of the old one. A replacement is nobly 
built in concrete. The replacement of whole check-dans does not belong to the 
annual maintenance. For swh aproject aspecialbudget isneeded. 

- Vegetative &thods of Slope Stabilisation: C&washing of brush-d dheck-diw 
lllllst be restored and dead plants replaced, possibly done with fertilizer. 

Normally it is not possible to be ccnpletely successful at the first attwt. 
Especially in new constructions and young plantations, damage often exceeds 
routinemaintenance.Newbankprqtections arenecessary, drainsmustbeextended; 
newretainingstructures arenecessary. For that purpose special budgets with 
higher amormts are needed in the first few years in contrast to normal routine 
maintenance. 



Photo No 9 
Dryrmsonrychecktiwith 
afforestation. Fmn outside 
you can not see the check-daa~ 
series. It is a forgotten 
story! 
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e) Maintenance operations 
For the mintenance of structures 
and plantations a responsible, trained 
and skilled group is needed for ea& 
catchment. The size of the group is 
determined by the extent of the 
catchtmnt. 
Between 15 and 20 % of the annual 
construction budget should be spent 
on maintenance! 
Make it a rule: 
"The better the maintenance, the lowr 
the cost in the long run and the mre 
effective the conservation work!" 

FIic~to No 8 
Grass soding on a trimed slope. 
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'iIIJ SUGGESTIONS 

For future succe‘sshil Frk in erosion control I suggest the following: 

1) Construct check~'only along with treatmnt of the upper catchmnt and the 
adjacent slopes: cl' 

- plantation of grass 
- afforestation 

. . dmming of oversaturated soils 
- trim&g steep slopes dam to the natural angle of repose 
- vegetative methods of slope and gully stabilisation 

These points am very important. They are not treated in this manual. But they 
are as important as the construction of check- and need your full attention! 
Often with these measures the construction of check- is no longer necessary! 
(A good guideline for vegetative methods of slope and gully stabilisation is in 
the Vanual of Reforestation and Erosion Control for the Fhilippineslf.) 

2) The estimation of runoff is always difficult, because of lack of stations in 
thecatchmentarea.Forbetterhytilogical data installandoperate rainfall 
gauges and water gauging stations (staff gauge), with the collaboration of the 
DepartwrtofMet~logyandIIydro1og.y. 

3) To estimate the quantity of landslide material, bed load and depostions is 
very difficult. Normally, estimates are based only on optical observations. To get 
exact data a catchuent should be surveyed every five years. Additionally, after a 
disaster a longitudinal section of the main gullies and the main riversystem, and 
a cross section at the important places should be made. In this way a cutting or 
adepositioncanbeest~tedmoreaccurately. 

4) Maintenance is as important as the construction itself. Do not forget the 
proverb: 'tin't start construction if there is no will to maintain!" 

5) With the tender system (which is the normal procedure for bigger constructions) ' 
a new contractor corn?s for every plpject. According to the BMG "Rules and Regula- 
tions" the cheapest contractor gets the job. often a contractor who has little idea 
about the wxk gets the job. 'Ibis is the reason for his low tender, and the wxk , 
is accordingly of lw quality. 
Canclusioxi: Renderers should clearly state their qualifications and previous ewe- 
rience. Persons awarding contracts must be prepared to justify their choice of the 
best ratherthanthe&eapesttender.Furthe~rethey shouldtrytobuildup a 
fewexperiexxxdcontractorswith skilled labourers. This is in the interest of Ne- 
palsdevelo~ta+s. 

6) An even better solution than the experienced contractors, would be responsible 
tuxking groups employed by the deparhmt (or project). Such a skilled group with 
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the required material could do all the construction wrk in one or few project 
: ::as . For bigger work local people could be hired as labourers. Such a group 
muld also have the advantage that it could do the maintenance as it occurs be- 
cause the group stays in place. The group would also relieve much of the project's 
engineer andovexseersheavy~rkload. 
Such a working group wmld be the mst effective way of getting the mrk done. 

7) After a disaster (big landslide or gullying) it is often important to start the 
control wlork immdiatly to safeguard infrastructures. Each day can be important! 
hbney and material should be ready to start with the control wxk, without adhe- 
ringtotimconsmin g procedures. The required authority should be delegated to 
the concerned project-in-charge (even if limited). &ly in this way a disaster can 
be checked without causing subsequent heavy losses. This is fuudamntdk to disaster 
plmning. 
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APPENDIX 1 

ESTIMATION OF THE BIGGEST STONE SIZE TRANSPORTED BY WATER 

It gives an approximate value of the biggest diarreter of the stones transported 
by the water in interdependence of the gradient, height of the river and its 
roughness. Use this formula during construction to select stones big enough for 
the structures! 

Where d is the biggest diameter of the transported stones in m 
J is the gradient of the river in m/m - 
h is the water depth of the river in m 
n is the roughness coeffj.cieht, take 0.05 

J Wm> 

0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.03 
0.03 
0.03 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 

h (ml 

0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 

n(-1 

0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 

d(m) 

0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.3 
0.6 
0.9 
0.5 
1.0 
0.5 

Ikrrark: According to the observations in the field the refillment upstrearre of a 
check-dam has a gradient between 0.02 and 0.03 (= 5O). 

Thisempirical foxmulahasbeen dsrkedbybk. A. von Steiger, Switzerland. 
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SURVEY CALCULATION EXAMPLE 

'lhm examples am calculated according to chapter I Table 1 step by step. The 
thedolite has a 360° index. The zero in the vertical angle is on the bottan 
&<90°d sightdomwards,Y~90°4 sight upwards). In Table 2the same 
example is calculated with a program&de calculator. 
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APPENDIX 5 

KAMPIiE OF COST ESTIMATION 

riwewMmation&mvstheheofone gabi~che&-damwithac~mentmason.ry 
pillway-section asshum inArQ.Tllerates are accordingtothe ccRlstruction 
1acepMchwas at Tansen (PalPa) in summr l979. lhese rates'mst be veri- 
ied foreachmnstmctionaccordingthelocal rates andtheriseof prices. 

he follming Pages sbw the calculation in detail: 
- Ab!skact of Quantities 
-Rate Analysis 
-Abstractofcbsts 

bxzdingtothesecalcUxtiononegabi.oncheck-damcosts~. 51,608/- 
w$ 4,33+). 
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Rate Analysis ' 

Gabion check-dam for Tansen id summer 1979 . 

Qllantitie 

.J 

&uxvation per m3 within noti lead 8~ lift 
-bouldersupto15cmmixedtithgraveland 

sand 
- extra leadof 50 m for transportation of 

excavatedmaterial40% 

2. Stone collection and deposition per rn3 
-with mar, stone txxnsportation from 

colle&ion site to construction site 
- for 0.5 km distance 

extra.&a.rge for collection andtranspor- 
tation of big stones 40 $ 

3.' Stone filling per m3 p - 

-gabions: skilledlabour 
unskill&labour 

-ap~~~~~,stfllingbasin: skiIBdl&our 
lmEikilledlabour 

4. Gabion, supply to site, standard 2xlxl m 
lOcmmesh,8ga4gewire 
- wire for gabion 
- wire for Sinding 
-netting~edlabou' 
-lletting~edlabour 
- transport Btwrawa to sit& incl. 

loadingandImloading . 
. 

1.4 md 

0.4 ikKl 

'r. 
0.4 md 

0.35md 
1.4 uri 

0.5 frd 
3.0 md 

30' kg 
143 
ati 
4md 

31 ks 

Rates1 Anxxmts 
.Rs 

1 

6.50 

9.10 

50.70 

13.00 
6.50 

13.00 
6.50 

9.00 
9.00 

13.00 
6.50 

0.15 

9.10 

'3.64 
12174 

11.70 v 
39.00 

20.28 
70.98 

13.65 
6.50 

"19.50 
26.00 

270.00 
9.00 
3.25 

26.00 

'. 4x5 
312.90' 
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5. Cam&masonry in,check-dam in 
mortar 1:3, p&In= 
- cemmt 180 kg/m3 
-sand 
- skilledlabour 
- unskilled labour 

. 

45.4 

Quantities Pates An-umts I Quantities Pates 

+ 

rJunts 

315.00 
37.80 

13.00 

3.6 Bgs 3.6 Bgs 87.50 87.50 

0.36 rn3 0.36 rn3 105.00 105.00 

1 ti 1 ti 13.00 13.00 
2 md. 2 md. 6.50 6.50 

215.00 
37.80 

13.00 

13.00 13.00 

378.80 378.80 
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